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Managing complexity and interlinks

National Bioeconomy Coordination Board

Challenges:
future convergence and
transformation of markets and
industries: statistical data and
indicators are currently unavailable
gaps and poor quality/homogeneity
at the most disaggregated data levels
difficult to find data for all
Bioeconomy subsectors and to
distinguish between bio-based and
non bio-based products and sectors.

The construction of monitoring tools is
subjected to an evolutionary process of
data availability to meet public awareness
and assessment needs.
Synthesis on Bioeconomy monitoring systems in the EU Member States - indicators for monitoring the progress of Bioeconomy. Natural resources and Bioeconomy studies
38/2018..Natural Resources Institute Finland, Helsinki 2018;
Vincent Egenolf and Stefan Bringezu, Conceptualization of an Indicator System for Assessing the Sustainability of the Bioeconomy, MDPI, sustainability, 16 January 2019

Key performance indicators at
national and regional level
Selection of indicators:
correlate the overall objective to a set of
EU KPIs to monitor the Bioeconomy
developments on the supply and demand
side
indicators refer to Eurostat* and national
data (ISTAT, Agenzia di Coesione,
ISPRA)
Attention to new methodological
approaches under analysis at EU level
Future update of the identified indicators
to be consistent with a common EU
bioeconomy syste, once established.
*“BioEconomy Regional Strategy Toolkit”, Criteria and Indicators describing the Regional Bioeconomy, Cambridge (UK), 31 October 2014 and
Correlation of I&M with the developed Criteria, Mol (Belgium), 3 December 2014.

Managing complexity and interlinks
Indicators monitoring the pressure and
the impact on the environmental and social systems.

Implementation of Smart Specialization Strategies:
analysis of the trajectories related to bioeconomy

NUVEC
Nucleo di Verifica e Controllo

Cooperation at global level

What kind of cooperation is needed/you suggest between countries and actors
active in this field, such as the FAO, JRC Bioeconomy Observatory, in order to
reach consistent and comparable country assessment and results?

Coordinate discussion so as to converge on:
definitions: what constitutes a desirable progress
robust but easy-to-handle tools for monitoring, adaptable to

local context
sustainability criteria and indicators for a global Bioeconomy
movement
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